Discovering the Value of a
Home Service Contract
A National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) and
2-10 Home Buyers Warranty®(2-10 HBW) Co-Sponsored Survey

2-10 Home Buyers Warranty® (2-10 HBW) and the
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) collaborated
to survey consumers and NAHB builder members to
evaluate the value of a home service contract, also known
as a Home Warranty Service Agreement, protecting the
home’s major systems and appliances.

THE GOAL of the consumer survey was to evaluate their attitude toward home
service contracts and any prior experience they had with them, while the
builder member survey aimed to evaluate builders’ and remodelers’ level of
interest in providing these types of plans to their buyers.
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The consumer survey identified respondent’s experience
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consumers look for in a service contract provider and the
role they play in the home buying decision.

“There’s a 68 percent chance that
a home’s system or appliance will
fail within a year.”
Overall, more than half of respondents who have used
home service contracts (58 percent) have had a positive
experience with the home service contract industry.

Source: Marshall and Swift - Home Repair and Remodel Cost Guide 2012

Of those people, 82 percent were satisfied with the
repair/replacement services they received. Interestingly,
the majority of consumers, even those with no prior
experience with home service contracts, would consider
purchasing one in the future.
While noting a positive experience, consumers also see
the financial value of a service contract. In fact, 72
percent of consumers said that paying out-of-pocket for
a repair/replacement would have significant impact on
their monthly budget. This can be true for the American
population in general, as 72 percent live paycheck to
paycheck1 and feel that a repair costing up to $3,000
would push them over their fiscal budget2.

72 percent of consumers
said that paying out-of-pocket
for a repair/replacement would
have significant impact on their
monthly budget.
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The average replacement
cost for a home system or
appliance is $1,085.
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CONSUMER INSIGHT CONT.
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2-10 HBW Homeowner Customers place

1.4 CLAIMS A YEAR

The average number of claims placed each year also
coincides with the fact that for seven out of ten
homes, a home’s system or appliance will fail during
the course of one year.

IN 2014, 2-10 HBW RECEIVED:

74,777

air conditioner
claims

14,112

refrigerator claims

For all of 2014 they received a total of

226,992 claims all together.
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According to 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty data, 2014

Service contracts also play a role in the home buying
decision. Ninety percent of consumers said they
would be more likely to buy a new home from a
builder that offered a home service contract for when
the manufacturers’ and builder’s warranties expire. It
was also found that a structural warranty, protecting
against structural failures, was also important.

94%
Of prospective home buyers from the survey said
they are more likely to purchase a new home
from a builder that offers a structural warranty.
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When looking for a service contract provider, 79 percent of
builder members feel reasonable premiums to be the most
important factor in their buying decision. The remaining
respondents (66 percent) said that no hassles and fast
response time for repairs are most important to them.
Interestingly, these values coincide with what consumers
felt were an important factor. Given this fact, builders can
leverage the services of a home service contract company
that provides easy-to-use coverage and a fast-response
time for repairs as a competitive advantage.
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What’s covered with a 2-10 HBW
Home Warranty Service Agreement?
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As the only company to offer both a Home Warranty
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Consumers and builder members can benefit from our
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easy-to-understand coverage, large network of authorized,
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service requests (place a claim) online, 24/7. We are
also a long-standing member of the NAHB.

2-10 HBW’s Customers Find Value in their Home Service Contract
“We have had to use our 2-10 HBW warranty twice in the
last year. Last winter during the first really cold spell, our
heat pump went out. We called 2-10 HBW to report the
problem and within twenty-four hours we had heat again.
The technician came late in the afternoon and worked
until about 7:00 pm to get our heat back on. The 2nd
time was this summer when our water heater went bad.
Within 48 hours we had a new water heater installed.”
John V., Lexington, KY, 2-10 HBW
Customer Since 2002

“By having home protection with 2-10 HBW, I was
able to save on repairs with my plumbing and air
conditioning unit. I don’t use the insurance a lot,
probably once or none a year. However, it is peace of
mind if there would be a big repair needed.”
Miriam M., Snellville, GA, 2-10 HBW
Customer Since 2008
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